Occipital neuralgia in lung carcinoma:
a rare clinical scenario case report
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SUMMARY
Occipital neuralgia is an uncommon cause of pain over occipital region. When occipital nerves are affected due to osteogenic / vasculogenic / neurogenic causes it is manifested as a sharp shooting or stabbing type of pain over the occipital region of scalp, often progressing to involve the vertex and the temporal region as well. Use and withdrawal of variety of drugs result in headache. The role of any chemotherapeutic drug, as a causative agent for occipital neuralgia, has not been described in literature so far. We are reporting a rare case of occipital neuralgia precipitated while on combination chemotherapy regimen in lung carcinoma.
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INTRODUCTION
Occipital Neuralgia (ON) is characterised by sharp shooting pain arising in the sensory distribution of occipital nerves. Owing to be an uncommon diagnosis and at the same time due to overlap in criteria with more common neuralgias, its incidence and prevalence is rarely reported (1). A study in the Dutch general population reported a relatively low incidence of 3.2 per 100,000 (2).

Reported etiology for precipitation of ON can be divided into vascular, neurogenic, muscular, and osteogenic causes. The pathophysiology of occipital neuralgia is yet to be specified. The prevalent hypothesis is that it results from injury to the C2-C3 nerve roots and/or occipital nerves through various mechanisms such as vertebral instability, trauma, inflammation, entrapment etc.

The onset of pain in occipital neuralgia is usually acute. It is described in various ways - stabbing / shooting / electric shock like that starts in the nuchal region and spreads towards vertex. The episode may start spontaneously or precipitate by factors such as movement, combing of hair, exposure to cold etc. On palpation, the occipital nerve trunks may reveal local tenderness. Percussion over occipital nerve often reproduces the distribution of pain (Tinel’s Sign)(1). Diagnosis of ON is achieved with the help of above mentioned clinical manifestations. Cervicogenic headache, Trigeminal neuralgia and referred occipital pain may mimic clinical features of ON and need to be ruled out.

CASE REPORT
Fifty four year old patient without known addictions, co-morbidities and without any relevant family history was diagnosed with lung adenocarcinoma and brain metastasis (cT2N3M1b, Figs. 1 and 2). He received whole brain radiotherapy (20 Gy / 5 fractions) followed by combination chemotherapy with Pemetrexed (500 mg/m²) + Carboplatin (AUC x 5) with palliative intent. After completing three cycles of chemotherapy he experienced an acute onset of sharp shooting pain over occipital region bilaterally, accompanied by tenderness and positive Tinel’s sign which progressively involved vertex of scalp and responded minimally to nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). No previous history of chronic headache of any form/ trauma/muscle spasm could be elicited. The greater and lesser or third occipital nerves, sometimes accompanied by diminished sensation or dysesthesia in the affected area and commonly associated with tenderness over the involved nerve(s)” (3). Apart from vascular, neurogenic, muscular, and osteogenic reasons it also has been known to be precipitated due to Herpes Simplex Virus infection of cervical dorsal root ganglion (4), hair transplantation (5), Schwannoma of greater occipital nerve (6) and Atlanto-axial Chordoma (7).

Pain responded completely to nerve blockade and didn’t recur. After ruling out migraine, trigeminal neuralgia, cervicogenic headache and referred occipital pain, the presenting clinical feature and response to cervical nerve root blockade lead us to the diagnosis of occipital neuralgia. Presently, the patient has completed the scheduled number of chemotherapy, is asymptomatic and under immunotherapy.

DISCUSSION
The International Headache Society (IHS) has described occipital neuralgia as an “Unilateral or bilateral paroxysmal, shooting or stabbing pain in the posterior part of the scalp, in the distribution of the greater, lesser or third occipital nerves, sometimes accompanied by diminished sensation or dysesthesia in the affected area and commonly associated with tenderness over the involved nerve(s)” (3). Apart from vascular, neurogenic, muscular, and osteogenic reasons it also has been known to be precipitated due to Herpes Simplex Virus infection of cervical dorsal root ganglion (4), hair transplantation (5), Schwannoma of greater occipital nerve (6) and Atlanto-axial Chordoma (7).
Following the IHS guidelines for diagnosis, in the presented report the clinical scenario and patient history ruled out the differential diagnoses like migraine, cluster headache and trigeminal neuralgia. After arriving at the diagnosis of occipital neuralgia, the following facts were explored. Trauma and stiffness of neck muscles were not found from patient history and physical examination. After ruling out diabetes mellitus and gout using biochemistry tests osteoarthritis, spinal cord tumour / metastases were also ruled out using clinical assessment and imaging. Since the metastatic deposit visualised in brain MRI was intracranial, the radiotherapy dose employed in above scenario was unlikely to affect occipital nerves. No such report could be found even after extensive literature search or in institutional experience. Except high dose per fraction, none of the other known risk factors (low energy beam, large proportion of nerve in treatment area, high total dose, heterogeneous high dose region, field junction over nerve, concomitant or previous neurotoxic chemotherapy, young or advanced age, obesity, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, dyslipidaemia or pre-existing collagen vascular disease) were present. Also, the onset of ON from the completion of radiotherapy was nearly 2.5 months, whereas reported latency period of radiation induced neuropathy has been measured in years. Considering these facts radiotherapy as a causative factor was unlikely (8).

Tumour and radiotherapy aetiologies were excluded. After a detailed discussion in a multispecialty clinic, none of the rare causes published in literature could be identified as precipitating cause in this case (9). Following exclusion of common as well as rare but reported causes, drug induced occipital nerve neuropathy was considered as probable aetiology. Even though carboplatin is neurotoxic, the reported frequency of peripheral neuropathy stands at 4-6% (10). Combination chemotherapy with other neurotoxic agents and in elderly patients (>65 years) may increase neurotoxicity. In the National Cancer Institute of Canada study, amongst ovarian cancer patients receiving carboplatin and cyclophosphamide the incidence of sensory side effects was 6%, while central nervous system neurotoxicity was 28% (11). Unlike platinum compounds, pemetrexed induced neuropathy has only been reported in or following combination with platinum compounds. Hence, in view of the facts and clinical scenario above carboplatin induced occipital neuralgia hypothesis has been put forward. The mechanism underlying platinum induced neuropathy is due to accumulation of DNA-platinum adducts in dorsal-root-ganglions and peripheral neurons. These cells (being post-mitotic and non-dividing) do not die, instead manifest toxicity in the form of neuropathy. After meticulous search in PubMed and EMBASE databases no report/article about carboplatin causing occipital neuralgia could be found. This could be the first reported case of carboplatin induced occipital neuralgia.

CONCLUSION
Carboplatin induced neuropathy is not uncommon in combination chemotherapy. In the above described report after ruling out known benign causes and after analysing tumour as well as treatment related factors a hypothesis of carboplatin induced occipital neuralgia is put forward which adequately responded to occipital nerve block.
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